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Integration is the process of measuring the intensity of diffraction spots on images. In order to measure the intensities, we need to know several things, i.e. where the spots occur on each image, the extent of each spot on every image, the extent of each spot across multiple images, and the background level of the image underneath each spot.��Indexing determines approximate values of the unit cell parameters of the crystal and the orientation of the crystal with respect to the detector. In order to index, we have to determine what is a spot, and find a selection of representative spots on the images. We also need to know the crystal to detector distance, wavelength of X-rays used, and the beam position on the detector.��We need to refine the parameters obtained from indexing so that the placement of measurement boxes over spots is accurate, and we also need to determine the appropriate size of the spots on the images, and whether each spot is fully recorded on a single image, or spread over several, so we need to have a good estimate of the mosaic spread of the crystal.��Having determined the location and size of measurement boxes for each spot, integration in its simplest form involves adding up the pixel values inside each measurement box and subtracting the background underneath the spot. However, since weak spots are often about the same intensity as the background, this can be difficult, so profile fitting is used to improve the measurement



Overview –
 

processing diffraction data

May be divided into stages:

• Integration

• Applying corrections

• Scaling and merging
• merging partials to form complete reflections
• merging symmetry equivalents

• Truncation (converting |F|2

 

to |F|)

• Analysis 
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Presentation Notes
The process of converting the spots on a diffraction image to indexed and measured diffraction data that may be used in structural analysis consists of four basic parts, though in modern programs these tend to merge into a single workflow.
Measuring the intensity of spots on the images is “integration”.
Once the measurements have been made, they have to be corrected for a variety of effects; purely geometrical effects are normally done by the integrating program – these are usually limited to Lorentz and polarisation effects. Other corrections, e.g. absorption by the crystal, differences between images (effective exposure, radiation damage, etc.) are either handled by the scaling and merging programs or by specialist programs devoted to particular aspects of the data.
Merging includes not only merging measurements of reflections that are equivalent by crystal symmetry, but also merging together the different components of reflections that are partially recorded over a number of adjacent images. This latter merging may be done either by the integration program (if it implements 3D profile fitting) or the scaling program (if the integration program performs a 2D analysis). Scaling attempts to put all of the observations onto a common scale.
Truncation converts |F|2 measurements into |F|; analysing this process gives many of the diagnostics about twinning and also of Wilson statistics. 
In the CCP4 environment, Mosflm is the integration program, Pointless and  Scala do the merging and scaling, and Truncate or Ctruncate does the truncation step.




Preamble –
 

rationale for the experiment

What are we doing, and why are we doing it?

Measuring intensities of spots to obtain structure factor 
amplitudes

(1)

(2)

Careful data collection and careful measurement of intensities 
can be used to recover the phases which are otherwise lost
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The intensity of each reflection is related to the “structure factor amplitude” by equation (1) above. “L” is the Lorentz factor (which will be discussed later, but depends on, among other things, the data collection method), and “p” is the polarisation factor, related to the method of monochromation and the X-ray source. Both L and p depend on the diffraction angle of each reflection. “K” is usually a constant for a given crystal in an experiment, and depends on the crystal size, beam intensity and a number of other fundamental constants; since it is the same for every reflection in a dataset, it is usually applied as an overall scale factor to the measurements. 
The “Structure Factor equation” (2) demonstrates why it is important to collect and measure the intensities as well as possible, since the electron density that gives us our structural model depends on the values we obtain for F. 
Note that we are working with X-ray waves, and each diffracted ray has both an amplitude and a phase. the structure factor equation uses the structure factors F, not the amplitudes |F|; the phase information is lost in the data collection process. However, careful data collection and processing can allow us to obtain the phase information, usually by analysis of small differences in |F| between related reflections, e.g. in anomalous dispersion experiments like SAD or MAD, or in the classic heavy atom methods.
The other important point is that the Structure Factor equation shows that the electron density at every point in the cell depends on the intensity of every single reflection. Any badly measured or missing reflection will affect the maps we calculate.




Optimization of Data Collection

Pre-process at least one image before starting the full data collection 
(preferably two at 90º

 

to each other) to obtain:

• Cell parameters, crystal orientation and putative Laue group
• Estimate of mosaicity
• Effective resolution limit

 

}
• Optimal crystal to detector distance

 

} e.g. use BEST
• Exposure time

 

}
• Strategy for data collection

 

}

Remember! This is the last experimental stage -

 

if you collect bad 
data now you are stuck with it. No data processing program can 
rescue the irredeemable!

Don't necessarily do what your PI or post-doc suggests –

 

think! At 
Diamond or ESRF use DNA/Edna
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It is always worthwhile spending some time prior to the full data collection to determine sensible parameters for the data collection. For example;
 are you using the full area of the detector? 
 does useful diffraction go beyond the edge of the detector? Does it stop halfway to the edge?
 check for overloads - are there a lot? Are you using the full dynamic range of the detector? Consider a low and a high-resolution pass. Increase or decrease the exposure time.
 check that the predicted spots really  coincide with their positions on the image(s); is your initial estimate of the mosaicity realistic?

Remember to use prior information! If you have experience of your particular sample or experimental setup, use your knowledge. If something looks odd, investigate it. 
Whatever integration program you are using, there will be an option (or an external program) which can calculate the optimum data collection strategy for you. 
Don’t just use a standard recipe for data collection; it is almost always possible to collect a better dataset with a little forethought. Avoid the “American method” (“shoot first, and ask questions later...”).
 




First things first -
 

load the images and look at them

Questions:

• are there any spots on the image?

• has the detector been used efficiently? 

• do the spots look reasonable –

 

split? large? above 
background?

• can you see separate lunes?

• is there a single lattice?

• should I throw the crystal away now and collect a dataset 
on another crystal instead?

Check two images at 90°

 

to each other –

 

some pathologies are 
not apparent from a single image.
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There are automated procedures for processing diffraction images, but they are not much use if your images display some kind of pathology, e.g. the crystal is split, it only diffracts to low resolution, or the mosaic spread is so high that the lunes merge into each other, making it impossible to determine the indices of each reflection. 
Get into the habit of checking your images early; if you do this before data collection, or at the beamline, then you have the chance to collect data from a new, better crystal – after your return home it will not be quite as easy!
Sometimes the best decision is to throw the crystal away and not waste time on it. When difficulties are encountered in processing, they rarely occur with high-quality crystals.



• Use the program tools to mask backstop, cryostream, 
other shadows.

• Set resolution limit to about 0.2Å

 

higher than visible spots.

• Make sure beam position is more-or-less correct.

• Make sure other parameters (distance, wavelength, 
oscillation angle) are what you expect (do they correspond 
to what is in your notebook?).

Before starting to process
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Although integration programs can make good attempts at measuring spots that are partially masked by obstructions such as the backstop, backstop arm or the cryostream, these reflections can cause severe difficulties in scaling.
For example, if there are measurements of two reflections that are related by symmetry, and one is weak and the other strong, the scaling program cannot tell if one is masked or the other contains a zinger. 
Usually, there is measurable intensity beyond the resolution limit visible to the eye; I find it is reasonable to integrate to about 0.2Å higher resolution.
The beam position is critical to successful indexing and further processing. It should be correct to less than half the minimum spot separation, or the calculated indices of the reflections could well be out by one or more, even if the cell is approximately correct.
Finally, make sure the parameters used by the program are what you expect, or remember from the data collection. Don't necessarily believe the information in the image headers - some beamline staff are less thorough in updating their set-up files than others. 



Data Processing

We want to measure the intensities of the diffraction spots, so 
we need to know where they are (on each image and on which 
images) and how big they are; “what is spot and what is not”.

Steps
• spot finding -

 

what the spots on the current images are like
• indexing –

 

roughly where they are on the image
• mosaic spread –

 

how many images the spots are spread over
• refinement –

 

accurately locate the spots
• integration –

 

actually measure the intensities
• analyse the results –

 

how well did we do the above?
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We want to measure the intensities of the reflections on the images accurately so that we can use them, after conversion to structure factors, so solve and/or refine our structure.  In order to measure the intensities, it is very useful to know where on each image the spots occur, and to which reflection each spot relates. It makes some sense to approach our understanding of this in the reverse order of the experiment, but that can be difficult to relate to what we are actually doing!
The first thing we need to do in order to index the crystal, is to locate the spots on the images. This requires us to know what is a spot on the image that arises from the diffraction experiment, and what is not (e.g. “zingers”). By and large, all the diffraction spots arising from a single crystal will have more-or-less the same shape on the same and nearby images, so it is relatively straightforward to group them together. 
Indexing provides us with a first approximation to the unit cell dimensions, the crystal orientation, and (if we are lucky) an indication of  the true symmetry of the crystal, i.e. whether it is triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic, etc. At the same time it is convenient to estimate what the mosaic spread is of the crystal, since this is very useful later.
Refinement improves the estimate of unit cell parameters, and is also used to refine instrument mis-sets and other deviations from ideal geometry. Its purpose is to allow us to accurately place integration boxes over the spots so that their intensities can be measured in the final step.

 



• Find spots on the image
• Convert 2D co-ordinates (image) to scattering vectors 

(corresponding to 3D RL co-ordinates)
• Index
• Cell reduction
• Apply Bravais

 

lattice symmetry 
• Pick a putative solution
• (Estimate mosaic spread)

Note that indexing only gives an approximate solution; we 
hope it will be good enough to proceed.

Indexing

Presenter
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Indexing involves several distinct processes, the main ones of which are listed here. They start with "spot finding", or locating likely diffraction spots on the image or images (indexing tends to be more robust when information from several images separated in phi are used, rather than just from a single image).
The two-dimensional co-ordinates can be mapped (using the Ewald sphere construction) to scattering vectors that correspond to (approximate) 3D reciprocal lattice co-ordinates; there is an inherent error in this, since it is unlikely that the true phi value of each reflection is known at this point, and an approximation must be used.  
Indexing itself within Mosflm uses a “real-space” method (i.e. the real space unit cell dimensions are obtained directly, rather than via the reciprocal space unit cell) using an FFT-based method suggested by Gérard Bricogne in 1986 and implemented with a large set of 1D transforms  by Steller et al (1997). An alternative formulation using a single 3D transform is used in HKL. 
The initial cell obtained may not be the “reduced cell”, i.e. with angles closest to 90º and the shortest cell edges, so “cell reduction” is performed next. At this point, the cell has triclinic symmetry; it can be transformed via a set of operations (listed in International Tables) to 44 characteristic lattices (each of which corresponds to one of the 14 Bravais Lattices), and a distortion penalty calculated for each lattice. It is important to remember that the 44 solutions correspond to the single triclinic lattice obtained from indexing.
Having picked a solution, the user should obtain an estimate of the mosaic spread of the crystal, prior to refinement. Mosflm uses an iterative integration routine to calculate a starting value.



After locating the spots on an 
image, we can convert the 
2D image co-ordinates to 
scattering vectors that  
correspond to lattice 
points in a (distorted) 3D 
reciprocal lattice by means 
of the relationships

s =�D / r− 1
X d /r
Y d /r �

r =�D2+X d
2 +Y d

2

Indexing
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Here, D is the crystal to detector distance, Xd and Yd are the spot co-ordinates relative to the beam centre on the image, and r is derived above (usually these are all in mm). In this calculation, s is in dimensionless reciprocal lattice units and the radius of the Ewald sphere is unity.
Note that this relationship only holds when the detector is in the “symmetrical” setting, i.e. the two-theta swing angle is zero, and the beam is perpendicular to the detector; the two-theta swing can be accommodated by a simple modification to this formula, but other variations can be dealt with by a more complete description of the detector geometry (this will not be dealt with here). 
The reciprocal lattice produced must also be oriented to reflect the orientation of the crystal; this can be done by applying a simple rotation about the origin to each of the lattice points calculated 
In the simple case presented here (which is a very good approximation to the vast majority of actual cases), the importance of determining the beam centre and crystal to detector accurately is obvious.



If the scattering vectors 
calculated from the 3D 
R.L. co-ordinates are 
projected along a real 
space axis direction (such 
as a, b or c) all the 
projected vectors for spots 
in the same reciprocal 
space plane will have the 
same length, as will all 
those spots in the next 
plane etc. This will give a 
large peak in the Fourier 
transform.

Indexing
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Probably the most reliable method for auto-indexing is based on the Fourier Transform of the calculated reciprocal space co-ordinates of the diffraction spots. As noted earlier, the reciprocal lattice obtained is somewhat distorted, partly because the phi angle for each reflection is not actually known at this stage. The normal procedure is to use the mid-point of the oscillation for this image for all spots on the image; plainly, this will not be true for spots which appear early in the oscillation or for those at the end. Provided that the oscillation range for each image is not too great, however, the error is acceptably small.
For reciprocal lattice planes that have a simple relationship to each other, the projected vectors will also have a simple relationship. For example, the vectors corresponding to the 1kl, 2kl, 3kl planes will have lengths in the ratio 1:2:3 (see next slide). The projections which have more contributing planes will have more regularly spaced peaks, and so give rise to Fourier Transforms with peaks which are more distinct from the background.
It should be remembered that generally, the crystal will not be aligned with a reciprocal space axis parallel to the X-ray beam, so the chance of obtaining the above construction is small; by calculating the projections in many directions, we increase the chances greatly (to near certainty) that some of these projections will correspond to crystal axes.
The projections are actually calculated by computing the scalar (or dot) product of each of  the distorted reciprocal lattice points (expressed as vectors from an origin) with the vector that describes the direction of the projection, then summing these.




The first large peak in 
the Fourier transform 
corresponds to a real 
space cell edge length. 
In this case, ~56Å.

Provided that a single 
image samples 
enough of reciprocal 
space, we can get 
information about all 
three crystal axes 
from one image.

Indexing

scattering vectors projected along axis a

Fourier transform of scattering vectors
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For directions other than real space axes, the projected vectors will have different lengths, and will not (in general) give a large peak in the Fourier Transform. The indexing in Mosflm calculates several hundred projections, regularly spaced around a hemisphere of reciprocal space; although in principle, we only need to find the 3 FFTs corresponding to the three principal cell axes, they may not all be present (e.g. if the crystal orientation does not allow it), or we may find vectors corresponding to edges in a non-reduced cell. In practice, 30 FFTs produced which have the largest peaks are selected to determine which can be combined to give a real space unit cell which accounts for the majority of the reflections.
The unit cell determined is reduced to give a cell in a conventional setting, i.e. one which has its three inter-axial angles as close to orthogonal as possible and the three axial lengths as short as possible. Cell reduction does not change the unit cell volume, unless there is also a change in lattice centring.
There is little point in writing one's own Fourier transform code, since it has been done many times before, and robust routines are available. Mosflm uses the FFTPACK routines (Paul Swarztrauber) written in Fortran, but these have been rewritten in more modern languages by other authors (e.g. JFFTPACK(Java) scitbx/fftpack (C++)). Other FFT routines available include FFTW (C) and those in “Numerical Recipes”, but it is important to remember that these both have more restrictive licences than FFTPACK.



Bravais
 

lattice identification -
 

metric symmetry

Indexing gives us a basis solution that is triclinic.

Applying symmetry transformations (44 characteristic lattices) 
allows us to see how well this triclinic solution fits the cell 
edges and angles of lattices with higher symmetry, e.g. 
monoclinic, orthorhombic etc.

Mosflm and XDS give 44 solutions: each of these corresponds 
to one of the 14 Bravais

 

Lattices (each of which may occur 
several times as a result of different transformations); Denzo 
and HKL only give the “best”

 

14 Bravais

 

Lattice solutions.

Metric symmetry may not be the correct crystal symmetry, but 
it usually is.
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The cell dimensions derived from autoindexing usually give a good indication of the true symmetry of the crystal. For example, in the case that a≠b≠c, ≠≠≠90, the crystal system is most probably triclinic, unless the indexing has failed. If a=b≠c, ===90, the crystal system may be tetragonal, but there are many examples where unit cells fit this but the true symmetry is orthorhombic or lower. 
However, probably more than 95% of the time, the crystal symmetry derived from the unit cell dimensions will be correct. 
The practice of providing all 44 characteristic lattice solutions in Mosflm and XDS is to be preferred to that of Denzo/HKL; the latter only gives the “best guess” as a choice. A small error in instrument parameters, or even in the choice of spots used for indexing, could easily give rise to the correct solution not being present in the list of results, even though the program has actually calculated it. 



Bravais
 

lattice identification –
 

from intensities

The true Bravais

 

Lattice 
symmetry can only be 
determined by analysing the 
intensities of symmetry 
equivalent reflections.

example of C2221

 

with a = 
74.7Å, b = 129.2Å, c = 
184.3Å, which could be 
(incorrectly) indexed as 
hexagonal a = b = 74.7Å, c = 
184.3Å

There are also two incorrect C-

 centred orthorhombic solutions 
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This is an example provided to Phil Evans where the metric symmetry indicated that the crystal was hexagonal, but the merging statistics showed that it was C-centred orthorhombic; the mm symmetry of the diffraction spots projected along the c* axis clearly illustrates this.
There are also two incorrect C-centred orthorhombic solutions at 120° to the correct solution, with identical cell parameters; again, it can be seen that the reflections that should have the same intensity by symmetry do not match.
It is interesting to note that autoindexing gave variously the hexagonal or one of the three orthorhombic solutions, depending on the choice of spots used in indexing – or only a one in four chance of the correct answer. Differentiating between the four solutions and picking the correct one can only be done after integrating at least some images; iMosflm includes a task button in the Integration pane that runs Pointless to perform this analysis.





Optimise the fit of observed to predicted spot positions, so 
that the measurement boxes can be placed accurately 
over the spots.

Specifically, improve estimates of:
•

 

Crystal parameters
•

 

Instrument parameters

Can be performed by either (or both):
•

 

Positional refinement using spot co-ordinates on 
detector

•

 

Post-refinement using intensity measurements of 
partial reflections.

Refine the parameters -

Presenter
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Indexing is based on approximations, and the fit of observed spots to their calculated positions can be improved by refinement. These approximations include the phi position of the centroid of each reflection and various parameters like crystal to detector distance and detector mis-setting angles. Provided that there are sufficient usable data at high enough resolution, refinement not only gives better information about where on the detector the spots occur, but also gives better estimates of both the crystal and instrument parameters.
Most integration programs use a “positional refinement” based on the spot positions on the detector surface; this is simple to calculate, but care must be taken because several parameters are closely correlated, especially at low resolution, e.g. cell edges and crystal to detector distance. 
Mosflm combines positional refinement with another method, which is based on the relative intensities of the different parts of partial reflections across several images. Because this can only be done after the reflections have been integrated, it is called “post-refinement”. Using both methods together has distinct advantages over just using positional refinement, e.g. it is possible to de-couple the crystal parameter refinement from that of the crystal to detector distance, and it also gives (provided there are sufficient reflections for a stable refinement) more accurate cell parameters than those available from positional refinement.
Other processing packages delay post-refinement until a step following integration, and combine it into the scaling and merging step.



Positional refinement

•

 

uses the spot positions on each image, so it can be 
done for each image without reference to the others. 
Both fully and partially recorded reflections can be 
used.

Post-refinement
•

 

needs intensity measurements for spots which are 
partial across at least two images; we cannot use 
fully recorded reflections for this

•

 

� needs at least two adjacent images (and probably 
more for fine-phi slicing, where the mosaic spread is 
more than twice the oscillation angle)

Positional refinement and post-refinement 
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Positional refinement can be done on an image-by-image basis, since all the information required is present on each image; all integration programs allow this.
Post-refinement, on the other hand, can only be performed rigorously by using several adjacent images; the reflections used should not have missing parts. This is the reason why Mosflm needs to have several images included in each block for post-refinement, and also one reason why other programs leave this until the scaling and merging step, when they have data from the complete dataset.
It is necessary to be able to identify which reflections are fully recorded, and which are partially recorded for both post-refinement and integration (especially when post-refinement is performed by the integration program). 
It is possible to estimate the partiality of reflections which do have missing parts (and hence carry out post-refinement), if the total intensity of fully recorded equivalent reflections are available; this will not give results which are as robust, and is usually not necessary. This method is not used in Mosflm.



Minimises

n.b. i) rotation of crystal about phi axis has no effect on 
this residual so it can’t be refined.

ii) cell dimensions and other parameters (e.g. crystal 
to detector distance) may be strongly correlated.

Can be used to refine unit cell dimensions, crystal to 
detector distance, Y scale, 2 of 3 crystal mis-setting 
angles, detector mis-setting angles & direct beam 
position.

� 1=∑
i =1

n
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Positional refinement
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X and Y are the observed and calculated spot co-ordinates on the detector (usually transformed to some virtual detector frame). Pythagoras' Theorem shows why the rotation of the crystal around the phi axis has no effect here (the X and Y co-ordinates only have to lie on a circle with the beam position at the centre – where on the circle is not defined). The cell dimensions and crystal to detector distance are strongly correlated, particularly at low resolution, and it can be hard to refine both stably at the same time. Mosflm avoids this by not using positional refinement to refine the cell dimensions.
In practice, in Mosflm, these parameters are optimised by positional refinement:
	direct beam position
	crystal to detector distance
	Y-scale
	tilt & twist of the detector
	(tangential and radial offsets – spinning disc detectors only)
We also report the RMS residuals of spot positions based on refining these parameters, and these values give a good indication of how stable the refinement is. Other programs also refine the cell and other detector parameters, and may use techniques such as eigenvalue filtering to improve stability.



Positional refinement

Can be used to refine crystal & detector parameters, but some 
are strongly correlated especially if using only low resolution 
data, e.g. cell dimensions and crystal to detector distance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can be visualised – the prediction boxes (Xcalc, Ycalc) are displaced from the diffraction spots (Xobs, Yobs) because the crystal to detector distance is 1% too long in the left-hand image, and the cell edges are 1% too short in the right-hand image.  



Minimises the angular residual δ

 

(see later) via

n.b. we need:
i)

 

a reasonable knowledge of intensities for this, so it can 
only be done after integration -

 

hence “post-refinement”
ii)

 

a model for the “rocking curve”

We can refine the unit cell dimensions, 2 of 3 crystal mis-

 
setting angles, and either the mosaicity

 

or the beam 
divergence. 

Post-refinement or the “phi-centroid”
 

method

� 2= ∑
i =1

n
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The "rocking curve" describes how the intensity of a reflection varies with the crystal orientation. Mosflm uses a rocking curve based on a cosine function, but other programs have used other (usually symmetrical) functions, e.g. Gaussian, hyperbolic tangent or cubic. In practice, because we are only using the intensities of reflections split into a few parts, and we are only using strong reflections, the exact nature of the rocking curve function does not seem to affect the calculations greatly. A good model for the rocking curve is most necessary where we have little direct information about it, i.e. for coarse phi slicing. It is less necessary for fine phi sliced data, where it is easier to derive it empirically from the intensities of the partial parts.
In the sum above, Rcalc - Robs may be regarded as the difference between the calculated and observed partiality for each reflection, or alternatively as its calculated and observed distances from the Ewald sphere.
It is not possible to refine detector parameters using post-refinement. In Mosflm, we refine the following via post-refinement: 

	crystal “mis-setting” angles
	crystal cell dimensions (a, b, c, α, β, γ)
	mosaicity or beam divergence

The radius of convergence of post-refinement is smaller than that for positional refinement. This means that the sum to be optimised must be closer to its true value for the process to be stable and accurate. Provided this condition is met, post-refinement can routinely give cell dimensions that are accurate to within a few parts in 10,000 (e.g. 0.03Å error in a cell edge of 100Å). 



Post-refinement

We can visualise this in the Ewald

 

sphere construction, 
minimising the angular residual δ. A suitable model for the 
rocking curve allows us to determine the “observed”

 

position 
(P'). 



A fully-recorded 
spot is entirely 
recorded on one 
image

Partials are 
recorded on 
two or more 
images

“Fine-sliced”

 

data 
has spots sampled 
in 3-dimensions

illustrations from 
Elspeth Garman

Fully recorded and partially recorded reflections

Presenter
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Whether a spot is fully or partially recorded depends on a variety of factors, including the mosaic spread of the crystal, the divergence of the X-ray beam, the oscillation range of the image, and where the spot is in relation to the projection of the rotation axis on the image. Spots close to the rotation axis cross the Ewald sphere more slowly and are present over more images; some may be present on every image throughout a 360° rotation. The Lorentz factor, mentioned at the start of the talk, arises because the time a reciprocal lattice point (RLP, e.g. a diffraction spot) takes to cross the Ewald sphere is not a constant, but instead depends on the angle between the surface of the Ewald sphere and the direction that the RLP is travelling in when it crosses the Ewald sphere. Those RLPs that cross the Ewald sphere obliquely do so more slowly than those that cross it more orthogonally, and hence have a larger Lorentz factor.









In general, modern data collection protocols use the fine-sliced phi method to collect all spots as partials, since this reduces the amount of background recorded on the image when the spots are not present.



Integration itself

two basic ways -

(1) summation integration
simple, fast, okay for all except weak, overloaded or partially 
overlapping reflections

(2) profile fitting (only intended to improve weak spots)

can be sub-divided into 
•

 

two-dimensional (2D) –

 

builds up profiles using 
information from single images (but we can use several 
images) 

•

 

three-dimensional (3D) –

 

builds up profiles across 
several adjacent images
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Integration is performed once the crystal and instrument parameters have been optimised by refinement.
The main difference between two-dimensional and three-dimensional integration is that the profiles used for partials over several images for 2D integration are the same for each part of the partial, whereas for 3D integration, the profile for different parts can change significantly. 
In principle, 3D profile fitting should give better results than 2D, but in practice the difference does not seem to be important, and other differences between programs (or even parts of the same program) tend to dominate.



Measuring the intensity of a spot

Identify the 
background & 
spot regions, 
work out what 
the 
background 
level is around 
the spot, then 
assume it is 
the same 
under the 
spot.
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The first part of integration is to work out where the diffraction spot is, and where it ends. The assumption is made that, in the region of the spot, the background is flat and may have a slope. The background plane and its slope are calculated from pixels in the neighbourhood of the spot, once the spot pixels have been determined.
Some programs optimise the spot region, whereas others rely on the user to do this. Generally, more modern programs will do this for the user.
It can be seen from this region around a diffraction spot, that although the intensity in the background is much lower than in the spot, it is not actually level; this is due to a number of reasons (e.g. detector noise), but our concern is how best to take this variation into account when determining the background. If we take a statistically significant number of pixels, we can get a good estimate of the background level. 



Defining the spot and background region

NXS
NRX

NC
NRY NYS
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Mosflm uses a rectangular mask, which is divided between an octagonal spot region and the remainder. Before optimisation, the background area is chosen to be ~8x the size of the spot region, and the spot only is then optimised. If the background area drops to less than twice the spot size as a result of expansion of the spot region, the process halts and the user is prompted to intervene. This very rarely happens except with very large cells (which have many spots close together).
The pixel intensities in the diagram are represented by a linear 36-point scale which runs from 0-9 and A – Z, and scaled to a maximum of 255. The spaces between pixel values indicate the spot region, hyphens (-)  accepted background region,  and asterisks (*) rejected background pixels.



• In the absence of background, just add the pixel counts 
in the spot region together -

 

but there is always 
background!

• Need to define spot and background regions -

 

we cannot 
measure background directly under the spots, so we 
calculate a local background plane and slope from 
nearby non-spot pixels

• Use this to subtract the background under the spots
• Weak spots may have their shoulders under the 

background, so that their measurement is impaired.

Summation integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the  background intensity is negligible, the program doesn't even need to be very accurate in its placement of the integration boxes when using summation integration, provided they enclose all the spot intensity.
In practice, however, there is always some background, so this needs to be taken into account. It is impossible to measure the background directly under the spot, but its intensity can be inferred by assuming it to be a sloping plane in the neighbourhood of the spot. If the plane is steeper than some threshold value (e.g. because the spot is near an ice-ring), Mosflm will issue a warning. 
With some newer detectors that have very low intrinsic noise levels and small point-spread functions, it is probably correct to integrate using summation integration (at least for the strong reflections), especially when the background is low. However, weak spots will still have their shoulders hidden by the background, and summation intensity will not measure their intensity optimally.

Seed skewness – a variant on summation integration
It is possible to analyse the intensity distribution of the background region pixels and use this to optimise both the shape and the size of the measurement box for each spot individually (by adding and/or subtracting pixels from the initial “seed” spot region) – this is done in the process known as “seed-skewness”. This improves the spot measurement indirectly by optimising the measurement of the background. Since it is a very computationally expensive process, it is slow, and very few integration programs follow this approach.



Based on the assumption 
that spots 
corresponding to fully 
recorded reflections in 
the same region of the 
detector (and on 
images nearby in phi) 
have similar profiles.

Profile fitting integration -
 

background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The spot shape on a detector (including its intensity profile) is a function of several physical factors – the cross-section and divergence  of the illuminating radiation, the size,  shape and mosaic spread of the crystal (and  its orientation relative to the beam), the direction the diffracted beams exit from the crystal, scatter from air in the beam path, the size and shape of the pixels on the detector, etc. 
For a given image (or short series of images) most of these may be assumed to be constant in the diffraction experiment (or nearly constant); the biggest change between nearby (fully recorded) spots is in the direction of the diffracted rays from the crystal, and if the angle between these rays is small, this major difference is also small, so the idea that spots close to each other on the detector (even on different images) has some validity. However, if the physical spot size (determined by the cross-section of the diffracted rays) is similar to the pixel size on the detector, and the detector has a point-spread function that is small compared to the pixel size, this may not be true. There are other complicating factors which may occur to the reader!



use a profile determined empirically from well-measured 
reflections to measure the intensity of weak reflections 
(whose shoulders disappear below the background), 
simply by minimising R to optimise a scale factor (K): 

• requires accurate (sub-pixel) placement of the profile
• improves variance estimates for weak reflections
• should reduce random error (weak reflections)
• may increase systematic error (strong reflections)

R = ∑
peak pixels

w �X i− KPi �
2

Profile fitting integration –
 

standard profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Particularly in the case of diffracted rays which have a cross-section around the size of the pixels, the spot shape varies significantly, so profile fitting may not be appropriate. This is the case for the Pilatus detector (on beamlines with a small divergence and with high quality small crystals), but is usually not a shortcoming for image plate or CCD detectors, which have relatively larger point spread functions (PSF) combined with rather smaller pixels. In any case, for small spots particularly, the placement of the measurement box must be to sub-pixel accuracy, or it will not be accurately centred on the spots.
If the centre of each reflection on the detector is not calculated accurately, the profiles calculated using the spots will be broader than the true profile because the centres of the measured profiles will not coincide exactly. This can give rise to systematic errors that are largest for the strongest reflections, even for detectors with relatively large PSFs. Modern programs do locate the centres very accurately, so generally this is not a big problem, but it should be borne in mind when analysing results; in some circumstances it may be appropriate to use summation integration for the strongest reflections and profile fitting for the weaker ones. Mosflm records both measurements in the output MTZ reflection file, and Scala can perform the appropriate combination.
The profile is built up by normalizing the spot regions of many well-measured reflections to a standard maximum intensity and summing them.



Other improvements offered by profile fitting

identify zingers measure overloads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because profile fitting is based on the idea of spots having essentially the same shape, it can be used to identify outliers such as cosmic ray collisions with the detector or radioactive events in the detector – these will not have the same profile. 
Overloaded spots can also be identified (they have flat tops, typically), and since the expected profile is known,  their intensity can be estimated. However, it is better to collect data with the correct exposure and avoid the problem. 




• Check graphs -

 

they should vary smoothly without obvious 
discontinuities.

• Large changes in parameters may indicate problems with 
the crystal or instrument.

• Look at any images corresponding to discontinuities in the 
graphs.

• I/σ(I) at (high resolution limit-0.2Å) should be >1

• Check any warnings issued by the program; it may be best 
to re-process after following the advice given (all warnings 
given by Mosflm are accompanied by suggestions on how to 
improve the processing).

Analysing the results of integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before going on to scaling the data, it is sensible to check that the integration has not thrown up any errors. In particular, examine any graphs that the integrating program has produced. They should all vary smoothly from image to image, without any sharp discontinuities.
If there are discontinuities in the graphs, they often occur around the same images for different graphs. Look at any images in the region of the discontinuities and see if there is anything obviously wrong with them.
In the case that all the graphs look good until a certain point in the dataset, then the processing deteriorates, it is often an indication that too high a symmetry has been imposed on the integration, and the program cannot refine detector and/or crystal values sufficiently to keep the integration boxes well centred on the spots.
If the graphs corresponding to  I/(I) fall gradually to lower values towards the end of the dataset, it is usually an indication that the crystal is exhibiting radiation damage. 
As a first check that the data have been integrated to their resolution limit, I make sure that the average I/(I) for the outermost but one resolution bin is at least 1; I usually find, particularly with fine phi-sliced data where there are no fully recorded reflections, that there is significant intensity (after scaling and merging) to around 0.2Å better than the results of integration itself suggest.
Mosflm will often issue several warnings at the end of processing. Each of these is accompanied by one or more suggestions (in the main “mosflm.lp” log file) to improve the data processing.



Scaling and merging the data is the next step following 
integration. It is important because:

• it attempts to put all observations on a common scale
• it provides the main diagnostics of data quality and 
whether the data collection is satisfactory

Because of this diagnostic role, it is important that data 
are scaled as soon as possible after collection, or during 
collection, preferably while the crystal is still on the 
camera.

Scaling and merging (a)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Various physical factors lead to observed intensities being on different scales. Among these factors are those related to:
 the incident beam and the camera
e.g. variations in beam intensity at a synchrotron, illuminated volume of the crystal, variations in rotation speed and shutter synchronisation (these latter are disastrous!).
 the crystal and the diffracted beam
e.g. absorption, radiation damage
 the detector
e.g. incorrect calibration, shadows from beamstop etc.
Scaling models should (if possible) parameterise the experiment so different experiments may require different models. Scales are determined by comparison of symmetry-related reflections, i.e. by adjusting scale factors to get the best internal consistency of intensities. Note that we do not know the true intensities and an internally-consistent dataset is not necessarily correct. Systematic errors will remain despite scaling.
iMosflm includes a button in its Integration pane to run Scala (using a simple default set of directives) to give an indication of data quality before leaving the integration process.





experiment
|F|2

 

I
lots of effects (“errors”)

Our job is to invert the experiment

model of experiment
I                                                 |F|2

parameterise experiment

Scaling and merging (b)



Various physical factors lead to observed intensities being on 
different scales:

(a) Factors related to incident beam and the “camera”

(b) Factors related to the crystal and the diffracted beam

(c) Factors related to the detector

Why are reflections on different scales?



(a) incident beam intensity

(b) illuminated volume of crystal

(c) absorption of primary beam by crystal

(d) variations in rotation speed and shutter synchronisation.
If you suspect this, tell the beamline staff immediately.

Factors related to the incident beam and camera

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we know that the incident beam is (almost) always variable (particularly on synchrotrons), we do not normally measure it. We assume that is either constant during each image, or at least varying smoothly and slowly (relative to the exposure time). If this is not true, then the data will be poor.
If the beam is smaller than the crystal, then the illuminated volume of the crystal will vary as the crystal is rotated (unless it is perfectly centred and has a circular cross-section about the oscillation axis).
If the crystal contains heavy atoms, then there may be significant absorption by the crystal of the primary beam; this is indistinguishable from (b).
If there are variations in the rotation speed while collecting each image, or if the shutter is not synchronised with the start and end phi of the exposure, we have the situation where we do not have unpredictably different exposures for reflections collected in the same image.  This kind of error is disastrous, and is both difficult to detect and almost impossible to correct for. The model of our experiment assumes that the crystal rotation rate is constant, and adjacent images abut in , and this kind of error removes this basic premise.
Errors in shutter synchronisation lead to partial bias that may be positive, unlike the usual negative (or ideally zero) bias. The partial bias is a measure of how intense the summed partials are compared to the value expected for fully recorded reflections. 



(e) Absorption in secondary beam -

 

serious at long wavelength 
(including CuKα), worth correcting for MAD data

(f) radiation damage -

 

serious on high brilliance sources. Not 
easily correctable unless small as the structure is changing

Maybe extrapolate back to zero time?

The relative B-factor is largely a correction for radiation damage

Factors related to the crystal and diffracted beam 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
X-rays are absorbed more strongly at longer wavelengths than at shorter; this starts to become serious at ~1.2 – 1.3Å (say, 10 keV), so if a dataset is collected at longer wavelength it may be worth correcting for absorption. This may be done empirically (e.g. Scala has a correction built in) or analytically. This latter can be quite difficult, as the crystal itself should be measured, and allowance has to be made for the drop of mother liquor surrounding the crystal, and also the loop. Programs that do this well are not yet available, and those that do exist are slow in comparison to all other stages of data processing (e.g. Wes Armour has produced a utility at Diamond, but it is not yet generally available).
Small crystals are less seriously affected than large ones by absorption.
Very few complete datasets collected at third generation synchrotrons are unaffected by radiation damage. However, careful choice of a data collection strategy can reduce its effects so that the scaling program can cope, mostly by adjusting the relative B-factor.



The detector should be properly calibrated for spatial 
distortion and sensitivity of response, and should be stable. 
Problems with this are difficult to detect from diffraction data.

•

 

The useful area of the detector should be calibrated or told 
to the integration program

•

 

Calibration should flag defective pixels and dead regions e.g. 
between tiles

•

 

The user should tell the integration program about shadows 
from the beamstop, beamstop

 

support or cryocooler

 

(define 
bad areas by circles, rectangles, arcs etc.)

Factors related to the detector 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unless you are collecting data on a prototype detector, it will be properly calibrated and will be stable. All commercial detectors correct their images for non-linearity of response and for spatial distortion with the exception of those marketed by Bruker, for which a separate routine must be used. 
The most important point here for the user is that they should tell the integration program where shadows caused by obstructions fall on the detector, since it is very hard for a program to work out which reflections are affected once we get to the scaling and merging stage.  



Check these files/plots:

• SCALA log file

• ROGUES file

• Normal probability plot(s)

• Correlation plot

• Surface plot

• loggraph output

Checking the output of SCALA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s probably easiest to check through the different log files produced by SCALA with the ccp4i GUI.
 The ROGUES file contains a list of the reflections which have been rejected because the symmetry equivalents differ considerably, and also those reflections with Emin too large. It is probably worthwhile trying to work out why the reflections are there! A common reason is that one equivalent is partly hidden behind the backstop arm, so has an anomalously low intensity.
  The Normal Probability Plot is useful for determining if the data have a reasonable distribution of intensities; the bulk of the points should lie on the diagonal with slope = 1, for both fully recorded reflections and partials. If there is considerable thermal diffuse scattering, the “partials” graph will be well above that of the “fulls”, indicating a negative partial bias. This may be addressed by using the “TAILS” option, which makes a reasonable attempt to correct for this effect. If the “partials” graph is below the “fulls”, it indicates that the mosaic spread used in integration was probably too low and significant intensity has been missed. In this case, integration should be repeated.
 The Surface Plot (produced only when a secondary beam correction is applied) is useful for determining whether or not an absorption correction is necessary; large deviations from the flat graph indicate that this might be so.
 The full SCALA log file, much like the mosflm.lp file, probably contains more information than will be used by most people. However, it is worthwhile spending more than a couple of minutes checking the file for more than just Rmeas (i.e. multiplicity weighted Rmerg), completeness and resolution figures.



Checking the output of SCALA

Check these files/plots:

• SCALA log file

• ROGUES file

• Normal probability plot(s)

• Correlation plot

• Surface plot

• loggraph output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some points to look for - 
the refinement should converge after a few cycles 
scale factor should not increase too much  
fractional partial bias - should be zero, never positive  
ideally no outliers in ROGUES file  
merging R factors (Rmeas, Rpim, etc.) should increase with 
increasing resolution
decreasing intensity
completeness 
multiplicity
realistic resolution limit
based on Rmeas - less than ~40%?
mean(I/sd) - greater than ~1.5?





• What is the overall quality of the dataset? 
• How does it compare to other datasets for this 

project?
• What is the real resolution? 

• Should you cut the high-resolution data?
• Are there bad batches

• individual duff batches or ranges of batches?
•

 

Was the radiation damage such that you should 
exclude the later parts?
• Is the outlier detection working well?
• Is there any apparent anomalous signal?

Questions about the data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we have decided that the scaling and merging have proceeded without too much incident, we can start to look at the output more closely to make sure that the dataset itself is of sufficient quality to proceed. As with integration, if serious problems are encountered, it is always worth asking if it is worthwhile struggling to use a bad dataset (and get the best out of it), or if it should be discarded and a new dataset collected on a new crystal.
A further question is “are the data any good for the experiment we want to perform?”, e.g. we don't need atomic resolution data for a SAD experiment, and we don't need an anomalous signal for refinement. Therefore, concentrate on those diagnostics that are relevant. 




R-factors: traditional overall measures of quality

(a) Rmerge

 

(Rsym

 

) = Σ

 

| Ihl

 

- <Ih

 

> | / Σ

 

| <Ih

 

> |

Avoid referring to this!

(b) Rmeas

 

= Rr.i.m.

 

= Σ √(n/n-1) | Ihl

 

- <Ih

 

> | / Σ

 

| <Ih

 

> |
multiplicity-weighted R-factor –

 

good

(c) Rp.i.m.

 

= Σ √(1/n-1) | Ihl

 

- <Ih

 

> | / Σ

 

| <Ih

 

> |

“Precision-indicating R-factor”

 

gets better (smaller) with 
increasing multiplicity

Agreement between equivalent reflections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Merging R-factors are the traditional overall measures of quality. They are convenient, but each reduces the entire process to a single number, so they may not be very informative.
(a) R(merge) is the traditional measure of agreement, but it increases with higher multiplicity, even though (statistically) the merged data are better. 
(b) An improved statistic, the multiplicity weighted R-factor R(meas) allows for this improvement in quality with higher multiplicity. This is particularly useful when comparing different possible point groups, and is output by Pointless along with the correlation coefficient, as well as by Scala.
(c) The “precision indicating R-factor”, R(pim), also gets better with increasing multiplicity; it describes the precision of the averaged measurements, i.e. after merging symmetry equivalents. It is most use when determining whether an experiment can determine the positions of the anomalous scatterers. Note that with extremely high multiplicity, the 1/(n-1) term will dominate and reduce the value of R(pim) significantly.
See:
Diederichs & Karplus, Nature Structural Biology, 4, 269-275 (1997)
Weiss & Hilgenfeld, J.Appl.Cryst. 30, 203-205 (1997)
 



Look at intensities and standard deviations:

Corrected σ’(Ihl)2

 

= SDfac2

 

[σ2

 

+ SdB

 

<Ih

 

> + (SdAdd

 

<Ih

 

>)2]

< <I>/ σ(<I>) >   greater than ~ 2 (or so)

Maybe lower for anisotropic data, 1.5 to 1.0

What is the real resolution (a)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The corrected σ’(I) is compared with the intensities: the most useful statistic is  < <I>/ σ(<I>) >  (labelled Mn(I)/sd in table) as a function of resolution
This statistic shows the improvement of the estimate of <I> with multiple measurements. It is the best indicator of the true resolution limit




Correlation between half datasets (random halves)

Resolution

C
o
rrelatio

n
 co

efficien
t

Correlation of <I> 
indicating a resolution 
limit

What is the real resolution (b)?



Analysis of Rmerge

 

against batch number gives a very clear 
indication  of problems local to some regions of the data. 
Perhaps something has gone wrong with the integration 
step, or there are some bad images

Here the beginning of 
the dataset is wrong 
due to problems in 
integration (Mosflm)

Are some parts of the data bad?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example where the initial orientation of the crystal in Mosflm was good enough to place measurement boxes over the spots, but not to place them well. Subsequent refinement has pulled in the orientation to correct values, so integration beyond about image 25 or so. The integration should be repeated using the new orientation information. 
A much more common situation arises where the data are poor, and an initially correct orientation has refined badly so that the integration boxes no longer fit over the spots. In this latter case, the initial values of R(merge) will be good, then get worse – probably suddenly.



Detection is easiest if the multiplicity is high

Removal of spots behind the backstop shadow does not work 
well at present: usually it rejects all the good ones, so tell 
Mosflm

 

where the backstop shadow is

Scala

 

also has facilities for omitting regions of the detector 
(rectangles and arcs of circles)

Inspect the ROGUES file to see what is being rejected (at least 
occasionally)

h   k   l     h   k   l  Batch      I  sigI

 

E  TotFrc

 

Flag Scale 
(measured)     (unique)

-2  -2

 

0     2   2   0   1220  24941  2756  1.03  0.95p  I-

 

2.434 
-4   2   0     2   2   0   1146   9400  2101  0.63  0.99p *I+  3.017 
4  -2   0     2   2   0   1148  27521  2972  1.08  1.09p  I-

 

2.882 
2  -4   0     2   2   0   1075  29967  2865  1.13  0.92p  I+  2.706 

Weighted mean  27407

Outliers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often the bad equivalent reflections reported in the Rogues file will fall into two obvious populations, where there is a sharp distinction. In this example, one measurement of an equivalent is plainly much lower than the other three equivalents. Each of the four images should probably be examined, to see why there is this large difference – an expectation might be that the second reflection in the list ( -4 2 0) is obscured by the backstop or cryostream. If this is the case, a suitable mask over the relevant region of the detector should be implemented in the integration.



Are the differences 
greater than would be 
expected from the 
errors?

Test using a Normal 
Probability Plot: a 
slope > 1.0 means a 
significant difference

Differences are 
largest at the peak 
wavelength

Detection of anomalous signal (a)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Scala, the normal probablility plot has equivalents merged, so is not directly useful for this purpose, so instead we look at the anomalous probability plot (which does not have merged equivalents) to see if there is a slope > 1.0.



Correlation between 
wavelengths (MAD)

Resolution Resolution
C

orrelation coefficient

C
orrelation coefficient

Correlation between half 
datasets at peak 
wavelength

3.5Å 3.5Å

This can be used to set the useful resolution for finding anomalous 
scatterers

Centric, no anomalous

Detection of anomalous signal (b)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are the different measurements of the anomalous difference correlated?
Roughly speaking, once the correlation coefficient drops below about 0.5 there is no usable signal. It can be seen that the anomalous signal is lost in the noise at a lower resolution than the effective resolution of the data.



Another way of looking at correlations: 
scatter plot of Δanom1 v. Δanom2 

Correlated differences Uncorrelated native

Resolution3.5Å

Ratio of distribution width 
along to width across 
diagonal   ~= 
signal/noise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the best ways to see if there is a genuine anomalous signal is to view scatter plots of the anomalous differences for two randomly chosen half datasets; the larger the anomalous signal, the more elliptical the plot.



Intensity distributions and their pathologies 

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.40.2 0.6 0.8
Z=I/<I>

N(Z) 

Theoretical curve

Sigmoidal

 

curve

Hypercentric

 
curve

Output from Truncate or Ctruncate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deviations from the expected Wilson distribution of intensities is diagnostic of various crystal and processing pathologies, notably twinning.
Most statistics compare intensities with the average <I> in resolution shells. This is equivalent to normalising intensities to make <E2> = 1.0
One way of analysing this: the cumulative intensity plot is the fraction of intensities less than a fraction Z of the mean, eg for acentric reflections, we expect 18.1% of the reflections to have an intensity < 20% of the mean intensity at that resolution.

A sigmoidal curve implies fewer weak reflections than expected, the hypercentric curve too many.




Arising from the intensities themselves -

 

too few weak 
reflections due to:

Twinning

Overlapped reflections

Systematic underestimation of background – from an 
underestimate of the detector gain

Arising from the intensity averages -

 

too many (usually) weak 
reflections due to:

Anisotropic diffraction

Translational NCS

Identifiable pathologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1) Analysis of the intensity distribution can tell us if twinning is present. Twinning occurs when there is more than one lattice present, and there is overlap between these different components. In this circumstance, it is inevitable that a weaker reflection will occasionally be superimposed on a stronger one; since the overall diffraction power of all components summed together would be expected to be the same as if the whole crystal were single, the effect of this is to reduce the observed intensity of strong reflections, and to increase the intensity of weak reflections. This is reflected in the appearance of the cumulative intensity distribution.  
Incompletely resolved spots from an untwinned lattice can suffer from the same pathology in their measurement, so it is important to set the measurement box sizes properly and also to deal with close and partially overlapped spots.
The detector gain is used to set the sigmas onto an approximately absolute scale; underestimation of the gain in the processing program (e.g. Mosflm) can lead to underestimation of the background.
(2) Too many (usually) weak reflections because average <I> is inappropriate:
 Anisotropic diffraction – <I> in resolution shells is wrong
 Translational NCS – whole classes of reflections are weak and should be compared to their own average, eg NCS ~ (1/2, 0, 0) makes h odd reflections weak



Merohedral
 

twinning (exact overlap of lattices)

apparent point group 422
a=64.3Å, c=198.8Å, 
dimer/ASU, 35kDa, 2.0Å

 

–

 but 422 has no possibility of 
twinning, so this must be 
lower point group (4).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As just noted, twinning causes the intensity statistics to show too few weak reflections (and too few strong ones). It is possible if the true point group has lower symmetry than the lattice point group (see Lindsay's talk for more on this).
In this example, the apparent point group is 422, with a=64.3Å and c=198.8Å. However 422 has no possibility of twinning, so the true point group must be lower in symmetry – in this case, 4.



An example of an approximate overlap of lattices:

Apparently point group 422 (twin operator k,h,-l) -

 

79.2 = a≈b

 

= 81.3Å
True space group:        P212121,

 

79.2, 81.3 81.2Å

Split spots due to 
non-overlapping 
lattices

on image

in average 
profiles

Sigmoidal

 

cumulative intensity plot

Pseudo-merohedral
 

twinning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pseudo-merohedral twinning into point-group P422 (twin operator k,h,-l)
79.2 = a  ≈ b = 81.3Å   (not very close!). Note that in this case, the twin operator is mapping a onto b and vice-versa, although b and c are actually much closer to each in magnitude.
This is a warning to pay attention to the integration and the plots produced by it.
This structure was solved by SeMet MAD at 3.1Å resolution, ignoring twinning.
The model refined with 20% twinning in CNS at 2.6Å resolution



Remember:

• Don't expect software to correct for a badly 
designed (or badly performed) experiment

• Scaling & merging provide the best statistics on the 
quality of your data 

• Good luck!

Finally...
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